Extract from LNCT Meeting:

NORTH AYRSHIRE COUNCIL : EDUCATION AND SKILLS LNCT

Meeting held on Thursday 27th May 2010 at 10.30 hours

Present: Carol Kirk,
   Education Ian Ross, (Chair) EIS Murray MacFarlane, HR Gordon Smith,
   EIS Peter Carlin, Education Euan Duncan, SSTA John Farrell, NASUWT
   Iain Carr, EIS Ian Jenkins, EIS Tom Miller, EIS Dian Henderson, AHDS

Apologies: Eileen Lamb, VOICE

In Attendance: Alan Scott, EIS

1. Note of previous meeting the note of the meeting held on Tuesday 9th February 2010 was approved.

2. Matters arising e. New management structure at Irvine Royal Academy being put in place: 1 @ HT, 1 @ DHT, 4 @ Curriculum Co-ordinator, 11 @ PTs, 17 Promoted Posts, School Roll = 586. Agreement that when in future a Curriculum Co-ordinator leaves the headteacher will consult with the remaining PTs in the faculty for expression of interest. If no expression of interest the vacant CC post would be advertised externally with the subject specialism stated in the advert. If the PT’s within the faculty do express an interest the headteacher will either :

(a) Interview applicants and appoint and then advertise PT post for the demitting current CC postholder; or
(b) Advertise for a PT in the subject for the demitting CC and state in advert the CC post is being vacated and then to consider this new PT along with current PTs within the faculty as to who would be best fit for the vacated CC post